FULL PARLIAMENT
MEETING
Date: Wednesday 5th
July 2017
Venue: 5B
Time: 1.45pm

Chair Person: Daniel and
Ruby
Secretary: Max
Treasurer: Omari

MEETING AGENDA
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Pupil Voice
Eco Committee
Learning Environment
Curriculum Team
Travel Ambassadors

FULL PARLIAMENT MEETING MINUTES
Present: 6B Ruby Illingworth, 6B Omari Alexander, 6M Max Frost, 6M Daniel Farnham, 5B Scarlet Asante, 5B
Maisie Watson, 5K Freddie Phillips, 5K Hannah Alaezihe, 4H Ben Card, 4H Rosa Toci, 4I Acer Catteneo, 4I
Chisolum Iwuchukwu, 3M Jack Marsh, 3M Mia Hillyard, 3EM Liberty Tse, 3EM Charlie Keenan, 2H Amna Alam, 2H
Jack Roberts, 2D Freddie Fisher, 2D Simone Searle.
Apologies for Absence:

AGENDA
POINT

NOTES

1) Pupil Voice

Representatives: Hannah and Freddie
Achieved this term:
 Edison we met with Mr Herbert about our role in Pupil Parliament and how we are going to
move on in the future.
 We ordered really good books for each year group in English.
 Sal’s Shoes is arranged for the last week of term to collect old school shoes for children
in Africa.
 For British Values we are creating a website page to promote it.
Aim for next term:
 Learning and support across year groups
 Maths Rocks
 Investigate different charities
 Drama across the subjects

2) Eco
Committee

Representatives: Zac and Zain
Achieved this term:
 An Eco-Code to make sure that people are doing the best they can to help save the
environment around the school.
 Investigating the possibility of buying some new bins for the playground as there are only
3 in the junior playground and 2 in the infants.
 Mr Keeley has very kindly planted up the big planters in the KS2 playground and we are
beginning to take over the responsibility for weeding and watering.
 We have ordered some new equipment and signs for the nature area and allotment area.

6) Resolution Rangers
7) Full School Assembly

Aim for next term:
 Bins
 Planting areas
 Recycling
 Composting

3) Learning
Environment

Representatives: Katie and Cameron
Achieved this term:
 Working together this term to produce our own learning journey display focussed on writing
sets of instructions.
 Making and designing resources
 Filming it for the website.
Aim for next term:
 Look at the different key stages.
 Working with teachers.
 Begin to focus on promoting other subjects.

4) Curriculum
Team

Representatives: Katerina and Dilpreet
Achieved this term:
 Fed back our findings to all members of the Curriculum team about pet choices
 Wrote and conducted a survey to find out the opinions of our teachers.
 Tortoises, hamsters and guinea-pigs as options.
 Creating a PowerPoint and we have invited the Friends of Benhurst and Mr Denchfield to
listen to our ideas at the beginning of July.
 We will be sharing our estimated costs, where the cages could be placed in classrooms and
ideas for how the animals can be looked after during the holidays.
 Sale to raise money.
Aim for next term:
 Focus on different subjects.
 Working across year groups.
 Pets

Representatives: Erin and Ruby
5) Travel
Ambassadors Achieved this term:

'Hands Up' survey found less children cycling and walking to school than there could be.
Carrying out an assembly to explain the health benefits of walking and cycling and will be
promoting a 'Cycle to school' day, in order to raise awareness. Competition to gather
interest.
Aim for next term:





Neon disco regarding safe travel at night to make sure people wear the correct clothing.

6) Resolution
Rangers

Representatives: Sydney, Charlie and Ruby
Achieved this term:
 Chart to record arguments/disagreements in the playground.
We are promoting the role of our group to both our classmates and the parents.
 We are designing a mural in the gym area. We have decided to split the area into six and
include a child saying 1 of the resolution questions in each section.
Aims for next term:
 Train new people to replace the year six children who are leaving.
 Train the new year three on how resolution rangers work in the playground.

7) Full School
Assembly

13th July 2017 to feedback work of the Pupil Parliament to the school.

